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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be an associative algebra over the reals. As usual, a real-valued
function
N : A “ R
is called a norm if for all a, b g A and a g R,
N a ) 0, a / 0,Ž .
< <N a a s a N a ,Ž . Ž .
N a q b F N a q N b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Given an integer m G 2, we shall say that a norm N is m-bounded if
mmN a F N a for all a g A.Ž . Ž .
Further, N shall be called strongly stable if
mmN a F N a for all a g A and m s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž .
namely, if N is m-bounded for all m s 2, 3, 4, . . . . Finally, relaxing our
definition of strong stability, we shall say that N is stable if for some
positive constant s ,
mmN a F s N a for all a g A, m s 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž . Ž .
Our main purpose in this paper is to study stability properties of norms
on the complex numbers C and on the quaternions H. In doing so, we shall
view both number systems as algebras over the reals.
In the next two sections we prove that a norm on either C or H is stable
if and only if it majorizes the modulus function, that this majorization is a
necessary condition for m-boundedness, and that not all stable norms are
strongly stable.
Section 4 is devoted to norms on the matrix-algebras obtained by the
well-known matrix representations of C and H. We show that a norm N on
either algebra is stable if and only if N is spectrally dominant, that is,
N A G r AŽ . Ž .
for all matrices A in the corresponding matrix-algebra, r denoting the
spectral radius.
In Section 5, the last in this paper, we turn to proper seminorms. Here,
our main finding is that there are neither stable nor m-bounded proper
seminorms on C or H.
w xFor a recent account of stable norms, see AGL2 .
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2. NORMS ON THE COMPLEX NUMBERS
We begin by recording the following result.
THEOREM 2.1. Let N be a norm on C. Then N is stable if and only if
< <N z G z for all z g C. 2.1Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. Suppose that 2.1 holds, but N is not stable. Then there exists a
 4‘  4‘sequence of complex numbers z , z / 0, and integers m ›‘, soi is1 i i is1
that
N z m iŽ .i 6
‘.m i i“‘N zŽ .i
Hence
m izi 6
N ‘,ž / i“‘ž /N zŽ .i
i.e.,
m 6iN w ‘ 2.2Ž .Ž .i i“‘
where
zi
w ’ , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . .i N zŽ .i
Ž . Ž . < < < m i <Since N w s 1, 2.1 implies w F 1; so w F 1. Whence,i i i
N w m i F m , i s 1, 2, 3, . . .Ž .i
where
m ’ max N z - ‘,Ž .
< <z F1
Ž .a contradiction to 2.2 .
Ž . Ž .Conversely, let N be stable and suppose that 2.1 fails. Then N z - 10
< <for some z with z s 1; so for some fixed u , 0 - u - 1,0 0
N z - u for all z g GŽ .
where G is some open arc of the unit circle. By stability, therefore, we can
find a constant s for which
mm mN z F s N z - su , z g G , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž .
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or in other words,
m m  m 4N w F su for all w g G ’ z : z g G , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž .
Since at some stage, G m is the entire unit circle, it follows that there exists
m such that0
m < <N w - su for all w s 1 and all m G m .Ž . 0
Hence N vanishes everywhere, contrary to the fact that N is a norm.
Theorem 2.1 has an obvious consequence.
COROLLARY 2.1. The modulus function is the smallest of all stable norms
on C.
The idea behind the second part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 has led in
w xG to yet another observation:
w xTHEOREM 2.2 G, Proposition 4 . If N, a norm on C, is m-bounded for
some m G 2, then
< <N z G z for all z g C.Ž .
Proof. Suppose the theorem were false. Then, as in the previous proof,
Ž .we find that N z - u for all z g G, where G is an open arc of the unit
circle and u , 0 - u - 1, is a constant.
As N is m-bounded, we have
mm mN z F N z - u , z g G ,Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
m m  m 4N w - u for all w g G ’ z : z g G . 2.3Ž . Ž .
Ž .By repeated use of the m-boundedness of N, 2.3 yields
N w - u m
i
for w g G mi ’ z mi: z g G , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 4Ž .
Hence, there exists i such that0
mi < <N w - u for all w s 1 and i G i ;Ž . 0
so N vanishes everywhere, a contradiction.
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we immediately get the following.
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COROLLARY 2.2. If N, a norm on C, is m-bounded for some m G 2, then
N is stable.
The converse of Theorem 2.2 is false:
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Gi¤en m G 2, there exists a norm on C satisfying 2.1 but
failing to be m-bounded.
Proof. Consider the norm
< < < <N z s Re z q Im z , z g C.Ž .
Set
p p
u s ym 2 2m
pŽ .so that 0 - u - , and define a new norm,m 2
N z ’ N zeiu m , z g C.Ž . Ž .m
Ž . iwNow, N satisfies 2.1 since for all z s re g C with r G 0,m
N z s N reiweiu m s rN eiŽwqu m.Ž . Ž . Ž .m
< < < < < <s r cos w q u q sin w q u G r s z .Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
On the other hand, N is not m-bounded, since form
z s eip r2 mm
we have both
N z s N z eiu m s N i s 1Ž . Ž .Ž .m m m
and
N z m s N z meiu m s N ieiu m s sin u q cos u ) 1;Ž .Ž . Ž .m m m m m
hence
mmN z ) N z ,Ž .Ž .m m m m
and the proof is complete.
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, we readily draw the following conclusion.
COROLLARY 2.3. Not all stable norms on C are strongly stable.
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3. NORMS ON THE QUATERNIONS
Consider the quaternions
 4H s q s a q ib q jg q kd : a , b , g , d g R
with the usual multiplication rules
i2 s j2 s k 2 s y1, ij s yji s k , jk s ykj s i , ki s yik s j.
3.1Ž .
Let
3 2 2 2 2< < 'S s q s a q ib q jg q kd g H: q ’ a q b q g q d s 1½ 5
be the unit sphere in H, and let
 4Im H ’ ib q jg q kd : b , g , d g RŽ .
denote the set of pure quaternions. Then clearly, q g S3 if and only if
Ž . < <there exist a unique p g Im H with p s 1, and angle w, yp F w F p ,
such that
q s cos w q p sin w .
Ž . < <Moreover, fixing p g Im H , p s 1, the set
 4cos w q p sin w : yp F w F p
Ž . 3makes a one-dimensional great circle on S .
Now, for complex numbers we have Euler's formula,
m
cos w q i sin w s cos mw q i sin mw , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž .
Similarly, for quaternions we have the following well-known result whose
proof is provided for completeness:
Ž . < <LEMMA 3.1. If p g Im H , p s 1, and w g R, then
m
cos w q p sin w s cos mw q p sin mw , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž .
Ž . < <Proof. It suffices to show that for p g Im H with p s 1, and angles
w, c g R,
cos w q p sin w cos c q p sin c s cos w q c q p sin w q c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Since p s ib q jg q kd for some real b , g and d , we employ the
Ž .multiplication laws in 3.1 to obtain
2 2 2 2 < < 2p s yb y g y d s y p s y1.
Hence,
cos w q p sin w cos c q p sin cŽ . Ž .
s cos w cos c q p cos w sin c q cos c sin w q p2 sin w sin cŽ .
s cos w cos c y sin w sin c q p cos w sin c q cos c sin w ,Ž .
and the assertion follows.
With Lemma 3.1 at hand, we proceed to show that the results obtained
in Section 2 for norms on C are valid for quaternions. We begin with the
following analog of Theorem 2.1:
THEOREM 3.1. Let N be a norm on H. Then N is stable if and only if
< <N q G q for all q g H. 3.2Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. If 3.2 holds, then by the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.1
 4‘with z replaced by a sequence of non-zero quaternions, we find thati is1
N is stable.
Ž . Ž .Conversely, let N be stable and suppose 3.2 fails. Then N q - 1 for0
some
q s cos w q p sin w g S3 , p g Im H .Ž .0 0 0 0 0
Hence, for some « ) 0, there exists an open cap V on S3,
3 < <V ’ q g S : q y q - « , 40
and a constant u , 0 - u - 1, so that
N q - u for all q g V .Ž .
In particular, V contains an arc
G s q g S3 : q s cos w q p sin w , w - w - w , 40 1 2
such that
N q - u , q g G.Ž .
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Thus, by the stability of N, for some fixed s ,
mm mN q F s N q - su , q g G , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
m m  m 4N s - su for all s g G ’ q : q g G , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 3.3Ž . Ž .
Appealing to Lemma 3.1, we observe that for all sufficiently large m, the
arc G m forms the entire great circle
C s q g S3 : q s cos w q p sin w , yp F w F p . 40
Ž .So by 3.3 , for some m ,0
N s - su m for all s g C and m G m ;Ž . 0
whence N vanishes on C, a contradiction.
Just as for norms on the complex numbers, from this last theorem we
get:
COROLLARY 3.1. The modulus function is the smallest of all stable norms
on H.
Next, in analogy with Theorem 2.2, we state:
THEOREM 3.2. If N, a norm on H, is m-bounded for some m G 2, then
< <N q G q for all q g H.Ž .
The proof is obtained from that of Theorem 3.1 by repeatedly using the
m-boundedness of N, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 yield:
COROLLARY 3.2. If a norm N on H is m-bounded for some m G 2, then
N is stable.
We proceed to prove an analog of Theorem 2.3.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Gi¤en m G 2, there exists a norm on H satisfying 3.2 but
failing to be m-bounded.
Proof. Consider
< < < < < < < <N q s a q b q g q d , q s a q ib q jg q kd g H.Ž .
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Set
p p
u s ym 2 2m
and define the norm
N q ’ N qeiu m , q g H.Ž . Ž .m
Select an arbitrary element q g H. Then q can be represented as q s r¤
3 3 Žwhere ¤ g S and r G 0. As S is closed under multiplication recall that
< < < < < < . iu m 3q q s q ? q for all q , q g H , and since ¤ , e g S , it follows that1 2 1 2 1 2
u ’ ¤eiu m g S3. Putting
u s a q ib q jg q kd ,u u u u
we thus get
iu m < < < < < < < <N q s N r¤e s rN u s r a q b q g q dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m u u u u
2 2 2 2 < < < <'G r a q b q g q d s r u s r s q ,u u u u
Ž .so N satisfies 3.2 .m
On the other hand, N is not m-bounded since, by the proof ofm
Theorem 2.3,
mm ip r2 mN z ) N z for z s e ,Ž .Ž .m m m m m
and we are done.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 imply:
COROLLARY 3.3. Not all stable norms on H are strongly stable.
4. MATRIX REPRESENTATION
Consider the well-known mapping
a b
z ’ a q ib “ A s , z g C.z ž /yb a
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Since for all z, w g C and j , h g R,
j z q hw “ j A q hA , zw “ A A ,z w z w
we may identify C with the 2-dimensional matrix algebra over the reals,
a b
A R ’ A s : z s a q ib g C .Ž .2 z½ 5ž /yb a
Ž .With this, a norm N on C becomes a norm on A R by simply writing2
N A s N z for z g C.Ž . Ž .z
Further, N will be stable, strongly stable, or m-bounded on C, if and only
Ž .if it will be so on A R .2
Given a norm N on an algebra A of square real or complex matrices,
we now recall that N is spectrally dominant if
N A G r A for all A g A,Ž . Ž .
where r denotes the spectral radius.
In our case, the eigenvalues of
a b
A sz ž /yb a
are a " ib. So
2 2 < <'r A s a q b s z , z s a q ib g C,Ž .z
and we are led to the following restatement of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. a Let N be a norm on A R . Then, N is stable if and2
Ž .only if it is spectrally dominant on A R .2
Ž . Ž .b If m G 2 and N is m-bounded on A R , then N is spectrally2
dominant on this algebra.
Similar observations can be made for quaternions. Indeed, we remember
that H is isomorphic to the 4-dimensional real matrix-algebra
¡ ƒa yb yg yd
b a yd g~ ¥A R ’ A s : q ’ a q ib q jg q kd g H ,Ž .4 q g d a yb 0¢ §d yg b a
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Ž .so a norm N on H becomes a norm on A R by setting4
N A s N q , q g H.Ž .Ž .q
Now, for q s a q ib q jg q kd g H, the eigenvalues of A are a "q
2 2 2 Ž .'i b q g q d each with multiplicity 2 . Thus,
2 2 2 2 < <'r A s a q b q g q d s q ,Ž .q
and the following interpretation of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 holds:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. a Let N be a norm on A R . Then, N is stable if and4
Ž .only if it is spectrally dominant on A R .4
Ž . Ž .b If m G 2 and N is m-bounded on A R , then N is spectrally4
dominant on this algebra.
Ž . Ž .Theorems 4.1 a and 4.2 a bring to mind the renowned Friedland-Zenger
w x n=nTheorem FZ which states that if N is a norm on C , the algebra of
n = n complex matrices, then N is stable if and only if N is spectrally
dominant. We emphasize, however, that the Friedland-Zenger Theorem,
dealing as it does with the full matrix algebra C n=n, is a much deeper
result than ours.
5. PROPER SEMINORMS
We recall that if A is an associative algebra over the reals, then a
function
S : A “ R
is a seminorm if for all a, b g A and a g R,
S a G 0,Ž .
< <S a a s a S a ,Ž . Ž .
S a q b F S a q S b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Further, we call a seminorm S proper if S does not vanish identically on A
Ž .and S a s 0 for some a / 0.
Even as for norms, we say that a seminorm S is m-bounded for some
m G 2 if
mmS a F S a , a g A ;Ž . Ž .
strongly stable if
mmS a F S a , a g A, m s 1, 2, 3, . . . ;Ž . Ž .
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and stable if for some constant s ) 0,
mmS a F s S a , a g A, m s 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž . Ž .
In this section we deal with proper seminorms on the complex numbers
and the quaternions. We begin with the following assertion:
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a proper seminorm on C. Then S is of the form
< <S z s Im z z , z g C, 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
for some fixed z g C, z / 0.0 0
Proof. Since S is proper, it vanishes at some point w / 0. For conve-0
nience, set
S z ’ S w z , z g C.Ž . Ž .0 0
Evidently, S is a proper seminorm on C.0
Ž .Since S 1 s 0, we have0
< <S a s a S 1 s 0 for all a g R;Ž . Ž .0 0
hence,
B ’ z g C: S z F 1 , 4Ž .0 0
the unit ball of S , contains the entire real axis. If this were all of B , then0 0
for « ) 0 we would have
6
1 - S 1 q « i F S 1 q «S i 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 «“0
a contradiction. Thus, B must include points with non-zero imaginary0
parts. Let w, Im w / 0, be such a point. Since B is convex and since it0
contains the real axis, it will surely include the entire closed strip lying
 4between the real axis and the line z g C: Im z s Im w . Moreover, since
Ž . Ž .S z s S yz for all z g C, we conclude that with every point w, B0 0 0
will contain the entire strip
< < < < 4z g C: Im z F Im w .
As S does not vanish everywhere, B is not the entire complex plane. So0 0
by the above argument, we finally infer that B is a strip of the form0
< < 4B s z g C: Im z F l for some l ) 0. 5.2Ž .0
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Ž .Since S is uniquely determined by its unit ball, 5.2 implies that0
y1 < <S z s l Im z , z g C.Ž .0
Therefore,
y1 y1 < y1 <S z s S w z s l Im w z for all z g C,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
and the theorem follows.
Ž .Putting z s iz we see, of course, that S in 5.1 may take an alterna-1 0
tive form,
S z s Re z z , z g C. 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1
We next prove:
THEOREM 5.2. There are neither stable nor m-bounded proper seminorms
on C.
Ž .Proof. Suppose S is a proper seminorm on C. Then, S z s 0 for0
< <some z g C, z s 1. So,0 0
S z - u for all z g G ,Ž .
for some constant u , 0 - u - 1, and some open arc G of the unit circle.
Now, if S were stable or m-bounded then, as in the proofs of Theorems
2.1 and 2.2, we would find that S vanishes on the entire complex plane,
contrary to the fact that it is proper.
Ž .A proof of Theorem 5.2 based on the representations of S in 5.1 or
Ž .5.3 is possible but more laborious than the one just given.
Turning to the quaternions, we remark that in general, the form of a
Ž .proper seminorm on H is more involved than that on C. With 5.3 in
mind, we observe, however, that if S is a proper seminorm on H and if the
dimension of the kernel of S is 3, then S is of the form
S q s Re q q , q g H,Ž . Ž .1
where q is a fixed non-zero element in H.1
In analogy with Theorem 5.2, we record:
THEOREM 5.3. There are neither stable nor m-bounded proper seminorms
on H.
Proof. Assume that S is a stable proper seminorm on H. Then, there
3 Ž .exists an element q in S , the unit sphere in H, with S q s 0. Conse-0 0
quently, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, there exists an open cap V on S3
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and a constant u , 0 - u - 1, such that
S q - u for all q g V .Ž .
Since V is an open cap on S3, it will contain four quaternions, linearly
independent over the reals,
q s a q ib q jg q kd , l s 1, 2, 3, 4.l l l l l
Moreover, for each q we can find an arc G ; V,l l
G s q g S3 : q s cos w q p sin w , w - w - w , 4l l l l1 2
< <p s ib q jg q kd , p s 1,l l l l l
so that
S q - u for all q g G , l s 1, 2, 3, 4. 5.4Ž . Ž .l
Ž .As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we use 5.4 , the stability of S, and Lemma
3.1 to find that S vanishes on the great circles
C s q g S3 : q s cos w q p sin w , yp F w F p , l s 1, 2, 3, 4; 4l l
so in particular,
S q s 0, l s 1, 2, 3, 4.Ž .l
Now, select any q g H. Since our four q make a basis for H over thel
reals, we may display q as a linear combination,
q s j q q ??? qj q , j g R.1 1 4 4 l
Thus,
< < < <S q F j S q q ??? q j S q s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 4 4
so S vanishes everywhere, a contradiction.
We recall that C and H are simple algebras, that is, algebras with no
proper ideals. This fact alone suffices to explain why there are no stable
proper seminorms on either C or H, in view of the following observation:
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be an associati¤e finite-dimensional algebra o¤er R
Ž .or C . If A is simple, then there are no stable proper seminorms on A.
Proof. Suppose S is a stable proper seminorm on A. Then for some
fixed s ) 0,
22S a F s S a for all a g A.Ž . Ž .
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Consequently, the seminorm S ’ s S is 2-bounded, sinces
2 22 2 2S a s s S a F s S a s S a , a g A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s
w xBy Corollary 2.1 in AGL1 , however, A, being a simple algebra, has no
2-bounded proper seminorms, contradicting the fact that S is proper.s
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